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04pREWORD

This monograph, based on a paper-6y Dr. William Riverr,
for the 1982 Comparative and International E ation Society'
Annual Conference, highlights issues in cunt pOrary large,scale
evaluation in adult education.

Evaluation at the international level, as ell as" at t e na-
tional level, adopts systems approaches d..onomic values
that impose utilitarian purposes on ad4 education to the detri-
ment of other aims....Rivera's paper, i responding to these
positivist developments in education undertakON three tasks. The
first is to review the differing stanc taken by spokespersons in
the international field of adult education, comparative study,
and evaluative research on such issues as the dehnition, present
status, and future trends of evatuation in large-scale, interna-
tional educational program development. Secondly, an educa-,

tional planning-evaluation symbiosis is posited and then exam-
ined with reference to the contemporary focus on education for
manpover development: At the same time, efficiency (cost-
effectiveness) evaluation is criticized as an inadequate criterion
for judging the worth of educational programs. Finally, the im-
plications of leadership in large-scale evaluation being taken over
by governmental and ''nonproht'' organizations are considered
against the role and purpose of the universities, profess onal
associations, and academics in this area of applied researCh.

Dr. Rivera's analris_of the state of the art in large-scale in-
ternational evaluation raises a number of _issues and cfuestions
that should be given high.Prionty by members of the academic

.cornmunity and professional associations in adult education, as
well as by'policy makers, planners, and administrators of adult
education programs.,4

Dr. Rivera has worked with several international organiza-
tions, including the U4iited Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), and World Education,
Inc. In 19Th he served as US. Reproentative to UNESCO to
assist.in drafting the internatiord Reconmzenciation on the De-
ot.lopment of Atiult Ethicatipn At present Dr. Rivera is Associ-
ate Professor of Adult Education at The University of Maryland

Felix Adam and George "F. Aker
Series 4litors
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National developnient is a wider and more complex term
than merely economic growth, and education is only one of the \
major compo ents in the concept of national,development, ac-,
cording to th IVth Congress of the World COuncir of Com;
(,)p.iirative E cation Societies (WCCES, 1981). Hence, the issue is
not one ot &iucation tor national development but what educa-
tion can do in the strategy for national development.

.. Education's role in national development is nevertheless
a large one, and-this is apparent from the major investments, .

particularly by developing countries, in educationinvestments
often averaging 20 percent and sometimes eceeding one-third of
national budgets. Today, education's role is recognized as going
beyond schooling and formal instruction for children and youth;
it extends to nonformal education activities and especially educa-
tion tor adults.

Adult education, broadly conceiyed as including all types
and levels ot educational programs for adults, is a significanr in-
put for meeting the development challenge. It stands out as a
special priority among nations faced with the pressures to pro-
duce more in the present, that can't wait for childreryth grow
up and economically produce in the future. Educational invest-
ment in adults and participation of adults in education are both
on the rise. Some nations have afforded adult education priority
status within their systems of education; others are considering
tormaliz,ition of adult education into a third system or fourth
level, and still others conceive of education for adults as part of
an integrated lifelong-education complex. ,

, Since the 1950s and 1960s the scope and purpose of
education, including adult education, have both widened and -.-"\-

narrowedwidened in the extent of concern and planning but
narrowed in regard to focusing on predominantly economic
goals. With wide-range and long-term planning have come large-
scale program developmedt and, almost inevitably, large-scale
'evaluation. An example, and exemplary case, of large-scale pro-
gram development and evaluation is the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural Organization/United Nations
Development Programme, (UNESCO/UNDP) Experimental
World Literacy Programme (EWLP), which the present paper'
reviews and critiques by way of discussing the breailth and
direction of large-soale evaluative research ancl its implications
for academics, their professional associations, and universities in
general.
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The present paper asks a number of questions: What
are the,differing perceptions of evaluation at the international
level? Is there a symbiosis betweep edutational planning and
evaluation? What are the criteria underlying international educa-
tional 'evaluations? What types,of evaluation are truly educa-
tionpl in nature? Are efficiency evaluations indicative of educa-
tional success (or failure)?'What are the implications of large:
scale.planning and evaluation for universities, professional
associations,sand academics?

The paper is organized into three main parts concerning
perspectives, criteria, and implications of evaluation at the inter-
national level. The first part reviews defiifitions, approaches, and
perspectives of evaluation. The second pail examines the educa--
tional pfanning-evaluation symbiosis aiid its underlying socio-.
economic criteria The third part underscores the implications of
large-scale evaluati,5e research in adult"education for universities,
professional asociations, and academics and proposes 'a number
of steps for meeting the challenge of leadership that large-scale
evaluation presents.

While the paper takes a critical look at developments in
large-scale evaluative research and academe's capacity to meet
the challenge, its ultimate purpose is to set the stage for an era
of extensive cooperation among universities, professional associa-
tions, and acatiemics concerned with the expanding critical area
of evaluative research in adup and comparative education.

-to



PERSPECTIVES OF EVALUATION IN-
EDUCATION- FOR ADULTS 1'

bEFINITIONS

The intimate connection between evaluation and planning
is made evident when one considers thatthe very definition of
eNialuation depends upon one's general philosophy of evaluation
and how one intends to use the acquired evaluation data (Tyler, '

1969). What is the purpose and goal of the evaluatiOn? What is
the hierarchical level at which the evaluation will take place?
Whr type of evaluation will be undertaken?

Evaluativn means different things to different people,' and
_though some would restrict the term to one definition or

another, most writers on the subject take an eclectic stance and
include various meanings (House, 1978, Grotelueschen, 1980;

oStpke, 1974; Stufflebeam, 1977; Taylor, 1976, and Worthen and
Sanders, 1.973).1-lowever, even eclecticism results in distinct
perspectives.

In part, the problem of dehnition is historical in nature.
Until recently, evaluation when applied to education meant the'
nwasiircnietit of student achievement With expansion and ag-
grandizement of educational programs in the 1960s and '70s,
however, operational questions became paramount and new
evaluative concerns came to the fore. lndeki, a major dividing
line can be traced to this period hf program expansion when
chissical evaluation of student performance and the teaching
situation (methods, techniquek, and materials) began to be over-
powered by program operational evaluation concerned with
cost-efttctiveness and social outcomes.

Even today, in the early 1980s, the major dividing line
between classical,and operational evaluation is only now becom-
ing-clear. Evaluation stijl tends to be-defined as thoygll this
dividing line didn't e)ist, and specialists speak of eauation as a
time-oriented process taking place before program initiation (in-
volving needs assessment and institution-building analyses); mid-'
course when the project is underWay (formative evaluation); and
at the end of, a program or progran-i cycle (summative evalua-
tion). O else. k,aluation is considered as a process with dif-
ferent purposes, such as:

documenting the congruence of Iciarner outcomes and
program objectives (Tyler, 1950)

LI



Comparing performance data with a commonly accepted
standard (Popham, 1969; Provus, 1969; Rivlin, 1971)

specifying, obtaining, and providing releVant information
1 for judging decision altern'atives (Alkin, -1967;

Stufflebeam, 1969)
.comparing actual effects of° a pyogram with 'a variety of

demonstrated needs (Scriven, 1972)
judging program merit against the value positions of rele-

vant audiences (McDonald, 1974; Owens, 1973; Rippey,
.1973; Stake, 1974)

describing and interpreting the wider context in which a
program functions (Par lett and Hamilton, 1976)

Tlie above, taken from Grotelueschen (1980), is a gross
compilation. However, a careful analysis shows that these
descriptions'af-evaluation differ chiefly in the respect already
mentionedeither .tIley rel4te to program delivery or to program
operations (both institutional and within the social context).

The above definitions imply varying purposes and goal
tor evaluation but also sUggest distinct approaches. As noted,
planning programs and measuring their impact anti efficiency are
significant operational concerns of administrators, whereas .
assessing partidpant performance, teaching methods, techniques,
and materials are the specific concerns of those responsible for
imiiroving program delivery. These dual sets of concerns are of

.import not just to administrators but to policy makers and
educational planners. Indeed, evaluation exists largely because
social policy makers and planners require the data (Williams,
1972).

A POLICY PROGRAM AND EVALUATION DIAGRAM

As an institutional process, program deelopment is
equivalent to program planning (Cook, 1971)..In this sense, it
includg: (1) general policy considerations, (2) overall program
operations, and (3) the realization of teaching/learning, or .,
education activities per se (Rivera, Patino, and Brockett, 1982).
Each of these functionspolicy administration, institutional
operations, and program realizationis performed usually by
specific, differentiated personnel within an educational institu-
tionalthough in small organizations with only one or two pro-
grams these functions sometimes overlap.
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The three tiers just described eomprise, as it were, the
major portion of a truncated pyramid,,the top of which
whether conceived as attached or separate from the pyramid
baserepresents policy making and 'planning. Thus; an image
resembling that on the reverse of the U.S. dollar_ bill is concep-
tUalized, a nouns ordo secloruni, with the policy 'planning "eye
of God at the top. The three program tiers in the truncated
portion of the pyramid include policy administration, overall
program management, and delivery of specific programs (see
Figure U.

With the main construct in place, it is a simple step to .

recognize operational concerns.as having to do with the two
tiers comprising pohcy administration+ and' program management.
The bottom tier, which refers to delivery of programs, is con-
Lerned with clabsical evaluation related to educational materials
content, instnictionai methodology,, and learner performance
(Popham, J972; Scnven, 1%7).

Assuming then that the institutional process, as it refers to
policy administration and overall program management,iis
primarily thrected toward improving operatIons, it becomes clear
that adminirators will be interested in-evaluative processes
relating in pnnciple to planning, impact, and efficiency or Icost-
effectiveness. Insofar as they are concerned with program cur-
nculum and delivery, their Interests will be in participanr
'achievement, teacher methods and techniques, and the utility of
materials. Thus, evaluations may aim at either improving pro-
gram operations. r program curriculum, while recognizing the
relationship betwe5tfre two. Nevertheless, 'comprehensive
evaluation is rare, and more often one or another type of.
evaluation is undertaken at any one time. r

Once'an evaluation is completed, then the question ariseS
as to its utilizationa question which, while crucial, is beyon
the scope of this paper. For the present purPose, it is assume
the evaluation will/ serve to improve operationS and/or cur- I

riculum, and m certain cases it will be carried further in its flow
(feedback) to influence policy and planning for the educational
program. Thus, Figure 1 indicates evaluative feedback both to
improve the program (including prOgram delivery arid opera-
tions) and to aid in the formulation (including change) of policy.

Figure 1 is an idealization. The actual policy/planning,
program development,, and evaluation flow is shaped by many

,f
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different contingencies; it cannot be limited to any'one set of
events nor be represented by a.linear arrangement. Noneltieless,
the diagram may serve to clarify certain generalities about the
process and make the second part of this,paper clearer.

INTERNATIONAL STANCES TOWARD EVALUATION IN
EDUCATION FOR ADULTS

In 1968, a UNESCO literacy specialist,(Saksena) took a
highly positive view toward evaluation.,Referring to the Ex-
perimental World Literacy Programme (EWLP), he wrote:

Evaluation.as a supporting service is now generally well ac-
.cepted as, an essential .component of scientific planning an
programming.

Another UNESCO specialist, however, in remarking on the '
use, or lack of. use, of folk media in mass media, took the,op-
posite stance in 1974, emphasizing the.dearth of research and
evaluative studies (Mathur).

In the same year, the World Bank recognized the need for
evaluation and, indeed, its two-fold purpose of operational and
curriculum improvement. The following statement appeared in
its Education Sector Working Paper (December 1974):

The creation of machinery for regular evaluation is essential
for the effective management of education, as it is the main
channel through which research and_ development can be
introduced into decision making. Evaluation also con-
tributes to the better design of educational schemes by re-
quiring a cleár-operational formulati of their objectives.

In 1975, John Lowe, a specialist for t e Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and former
Professor and Chairman of Adult Education at the University of
Edinburgh, wrote in his UNESCO-published The Education of
Olults: A World Perspective:

Within recent years the literature of adult education has
'been crammed with enjoinders about the cardinal necessity
of evaluating programmes in a systematic fashion for the
sake not only of improving internal efficiency but also of

14
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showing to sceptical offidals in government departments
that adult education institutions are competently managed
and worth financing.

Low.e then added:

Yee there can-be little doubt that the overwhelming majori-
ty of institutions make no convincing attempt to assess .the
effectiveness of'their programmes, even in terms of their
own objectives. Still less is there any attempt to calculate
social or economic benefits.

In 1976, UNESCO's supreme legislative body, the General
Conference, at its 19th, Session held in Nairobi, Kenya, adopted
an international Recommendatidn on the Development of Adult
Education. This document in section IV, point 36, states:

Systematic evaluation of adult education activities is
necessary to secure optimum results from the resources put
into them. For evaluation to be, effective it should be built
into the programmes Of adult education at all levels and
stages.

The era of big evaluation'in adult educat'An had officially
arrived, but in fact had really begun much earl e-r. The EWLP
was conceived of in 1965 as a/najor evaluatior research experi-
ment as well as a new program conceptfunctional literacy.

So much for the steady development of evaluative research
in large-scale,programs. Still, there was another concern with
respect to evaluation, and_it was best expressed in another
UNESCO document, Learning to Be, sometimes called the Faure
Report after the former French Minister of Education, Edgar
Faure, who chaired the committee responsible for the undertak-
ing. That concern was with the original meaning and purpose of
evaluationrecalling its evaluative nature rather than its
significance for validation or decision making. In part 3, the core

the volume, principle 11 speaks to the issue of access to dif-
ferent types of education and professional employment. This
principle argues that "access should depend only on each in-
dividual's knowledge, capacities and aptitudes, and should not
be a consequence of ranking knowledge acquired' in school
above or below experience gained during the practice of a pro-

1
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tession or' in pnvate studies- (UNESCO, 1972). The statement is
clarified as follows:

:.,

Examinations should serve essentially as a means of com- .

paring skills acquired under varying conditions by in-
dividuals of different origins, a mark not of a conclusion
but of a,starting-point, helping each individual to assess the
effectiveness of his own ,study methods. Evaluation pro- ,
-cedures should measure a,,ii individualS progress as_much cis
the extent to which he conforms to externally fixed stan-

-dards. (p." 204; itAics mine)

Thus, the document speaks out for something other than
other norm-referenced or critenon-referenced evaluation. It calls
for an evaluation of indivjdual progress in the educational set-
ting. This sentimentis echoed in 1974 by the Government of In-
dia in its Non Form.,al ,Education report. In reviewing a scheme
to educate young adults in the,15-25 age group in literacy, the

,report states:, - -,-

Institiments for evaluation Will have to be of two kinds,
one for evaluating the progress of the adults, and'one for
evaluating the success and impact of the programme. (p.10)

Thus, international stances toward evaluating education for
adults appear to differ in several respects; ttiere a*re:

. a) positive claims that evaluation is alive, well, and doing
its job in international arenas where education for adults is
fostered;

...

b) disclaimers that evaluation is doing what it ought to be
doing and is as alive and well as some would suggest, at least in

. ,
certain areas of concern; .

c) enjoinders for developing evaluations at all levels and
stages ot educational programs that serve adults; artd

d) caveats about the purpose of evaluation, reminding
educational policy makers and planners that learning is a matter
of progress and not just of meeting some criterion; and further,
that evaltialion is of various kindsoperational and curricular.

The Iasi category of caveats is particularly significant
because it onderscores the importance of stepping back to con-
sider the final purposes of evaluation as they relate to the
criteria underlying educational policy making and planning.

i 6
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CRITERIA OF EVALUATION II11
EDUCATION FOR ADULTS

THE PO.LICY-EVALUATION RELATI SHIP

Psograrn deVelopment and evaluation are outgrowths
,usually of policy mancla-tes. While a truism; this principk
deserves reiteration because it underscores .thg evaluation is not
the practice of collecting information for its own sale. Professor
Rod y Skager of UCLA (1978) claims that educational evalua-
tion always undertaken in order to facilitate decision-making
or p icjr formulation" (p. 26). He distinguishes educational
research from educbational evaluation, remarking that research is
often conducted to contribute to general,knowledge rather than
to any particular dRcision needs. "In contrast," Skager writes,
evaluation should always be guided by concern for how the in-,

formation is ultimately to be used and for what purpose it is to
be used" (p. 26). Since evaluation involves deliberate expenditure
of time and resources that might otherwise go directlyrinto the
teaching and learning process, if must have a strongly utilitarian
orientation.

In The Evaluation of Literiicy Programmts (Couvert,
1979), the evaluation of a project is seen, to have two fixed

,points:

a point of-departure determined by the initial social,
economic and cultural situition of the prospective par-
ticipants in their natural milieu; and a point of completion,

the ultimate situation as conceived and desired by the
authorities responsible for deciding on literacy action.
(p. 62; italics mine)

Thus, evaluation is both the result of policy concerns and
the object of its action, at least in part, for as Skager states; it is
always undertaken- in order to facilitate decision-making or
policy formulAtion. But like dclucation planning, evaluation is
more than just a part of the policy-making process; it often
serves to change policy. And like planning, evaluation comprises
an irritant function, aiming at changes in programs and systems
(Eide, 1964). Nevertheless, changes in policjr may be seen as part
of the policy-fornmlation process, and the intimate relationship,
even circularity, of policy making and evaluation is apparent.

1 10
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THE PLANNING-EVALUATION SYMBIOSIS

Educational.planning js only one of Me possible 'influences
on policy makers and policy makingoften, Turd); political
considerations determine .use -O-f resources, but. planning .has, ex-
perienced an/astonishing rai dev'elopment" since W.W. II,
(Eide, 19o4/p. 70). The trerld has been toward-accepting educa-
tional planning as a continuous government responsibility aimed
at. a) the need for rapid adoption of gpvernment policies to
thanging.ionditions; b) the demand for, greater co'herence in the
formulation'of government policies; and c) increased use of.
research as an instnis ment toWards mo,re rational government
policies (Eide, p. 70). -

There is increasing use of evaluative and other applied .

research at governmentaf levels,'despite con99-ns with lack of-
evaluation utilization (Boruch and Wqrtman, 1981; Ciarlo,
,1981). As educationalplanning has developed, the need for data =

10 confirm or change planning formulas becomes crucial; deci-
sion.making is a main characferistic of-planning as it is for
'evaluation (Bhola, 1979; -Spaulding,.1974, 1982)._,In a paper
presented at the A-nnual Meeting of the Comparative and Inter-
national Education .ociety (1982), Spaulding makes note of this
"close symbi9sis between.evaluation #nd planning" (p. 1).

The significance of.the symbiosis-between planning and
;evaluation is rendered.more clearly, *hen one considers the
criteria used for ascertaiping the edu ional needs of society and.
how these criteria are translated int specific recommendations
for the level and structure of expenditure on the educatiOnal

system. Professor of Economics!Herbert S. Parnes of Ohio State'
University, in examining approaGhes to the assessment of,educa7
'ion needs, summarized them, into five catagories: (1) social de-

..
mand, (2) returns to educatic54, (3) econometric mOdels, (ct
rDial4e.wer requiirments, and (5) cultural requirements (1 , p.

\ 53 ff.). . - . .
. ...

While it is not the.point of this section to elaborate gn
these approaches, eacli of them suggests differing criteria an -i
therefore differing methods of planning and ultimately of wIi-at-\'`-*-z--

will be evaluated, tor evaluation in' the main is' the Measurement
of attainment of objectiveswhether operational or: curricular.

The two approaches to educational planning that' have the
most significance for evaluative,research are the manpower ap-

proach and the ciihural approach. While all approaches'in a

1



\thoroughgoing plan may be utilized to a greater or lesser extent,
during the past two decades the manpower approach (witi/Lsome
.ompetition fromthe rates-of-returd approach) has dominated.

1060, the OECD, in its Mediterranean Regional Project,
sisted in educational planning for the governments of Greece.,

It ly, Fiortugal, Spain, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, attempting a
br ad-based planning operation (Parnes, 1964, p. 63). Attention
w s given in-varying degrees both to manpower .and .broader
cul ural objectives, and to quantitative and qualitative factors in
formulating recommendations for expanding and improving the ,
educational system. Nevertheless, erbphasis remained with man-
power concerns. ,

In arguing for theuse of a irinpower, approach as a plan-
ning device,,Parnes procedes as follows:

In the mani3ower approach, one postulates a given rate and
character of economic growth and asks what investment in
education is necessary to achieve 'that growth objective.
-The cultural app,roach, on the Other hand, stressgleduca-
tion ag a social "investment".to, which returns cannot be
calculated in mohey termsan investment in values that
are either indispensable or highly desirable to theipsociety,
e.g., ap informed citizenry, eqtlality of opportunity,-etc.

1

It follows, therefOre, that short of educating everyone up to
his capabilit0 , there is no way of specifying educa-
tional needsiln 4.ny absolute sense Sockety needs as much
education as ttpirable and willing\to pay for. The decision
is-inexorably a political one:and the best the plannerscan
do is to indiCate the cost implications of alternative.polic;',
choices. (p. 60)

Parnes then adds a consideration that has,certain implications
for education specialists; he says: .

It may be that these comments dverstate the differences in

11the extent to which ,manpower and cultural objectives, can
yield unique estimates of educatiOnal needs. It may be, for
example, that the amount and typeof education necessary
to produte a "qualified" citizen is just as ascertainable as
the amount and type ,of education necessary to produce a
qualified engineer. But if this is so, there is certainly not

d
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ttie same consensus in the former case as in the latter. In.
hy event, I confess that I am unable to copceive a set of
operations in the cultural .approach analogous to those that
hays been set forth above for the manpower approach.
(p. 61)

,

It is no surprise then that educational .prograrns havd come
to emphasize qualified engineers over qualified citizens, since

.qualified citizens cannot be measured in economic, quantifiable
terms. And even at the basic levels, functional (work-oriented)
literaty takes the place of traditional formats. The symbiosis of
planning and evaluation is firmly established and can be further
seen in the following brief review of the Experimental World -

Literacy Programme (EWLP).

THE EXPBRIMENTAL WORLD LITERACY PROGRAMME

Since.the 1960s, governmental and intergovernmental
organizations have intensified their planning and expanded their
policies for prograf activities in various fields. Intergovernmen-
tal operations in the 1970s and early 1980s re especially'im-
pressive in that large-scale operations have b t-in, large-scale
'strategic evaluative rese41..ch efforts. Currently nderway is the
World Health Organization's "Health for All by the Year 2000"
programwhich incorporates global strategies for evaluation
(WHO, 1982). But ceftainly in eclucaiion the outstanding cross-
cultural program incorporating large-scale evaluative research is
the UNESCOIUNDP Experimental World. Literacy Programme
(EWLD). In 1979, the International DevelopMent Research Center
(IDRC) in Ottawa, Canada, recognized it as "a 'first in research
and evaluation" but added that "even the cumulative efforts of
the EWLP have not created the base for Major decisions about
literacy" (p. 6).

Until tecently,literacy has been primarilY a sphere of ac-
ticin rather than araysis, and it would appear that the EWLP
has created the base for some major decisionsnot the least of
which ard contained in tge IDRC review Of policy, Tesearc4.and
action in favor of literacysuch as the powerful role of plan-
ning and long-term goals, the significance of organization and
adminiMrationand the major factors in the achieVement of

-4Iitei'acy, which are (1) the principle of national commitment;.
,. `f

.,
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(2), the principle of popular participation, and (3) the principle of
coordination.

It has been learned that for a country to sacceed in achiev-
ing its economic, social, and political goals, the achievement of
literacy Mlould be a stated and supported policy of a' national.
plan. The value and objectives of a national literacy program
must be viewed by the target group as being relevant and useful
to them and their community. And the administrative tasks in
implementing a national policy must involve various ministries,
institutions, industriat enterprises, trade unions, government
organizations, and individuals (Couvert, 1979, pp. 64:65; 1DRC,
1979, pp. 12-13).

In addition, the planning bases for the program clearly in-
dicate the priority given to functionality as an aspect of man-
power development and socio-economic a4vancement. In The
Evaluation of LiteraCy Programmes. A Practical Guide (Couvert,
1979, pp. 48-53), some 29 basic evaluation indicators are.<pro-
posed for use in literacy projects. These indicators are catego-
rized under the following seven headings:

1. turnover in programs
2. acquired skills
3. economic change
4. attitudes toward educatiOn
5. vocational/occupational skills
6. use of mass communication skills
7. health, hygiene and safety

-

The largest number of indicators fall under heading 3, in-
dicators oreconomic change, which reflects the stress on produc-
tivkty and the planning goals of manpower development, both-of
which are clearly stated in the central hypothesis of the pro-,
gram, to wit:

-

In favourable and well-ordered socio-economic conditions,
a training process focussed on development objectives and
problems providq the individuals concerned with the in-
tellectual and technical means for becoming more effective
agents in the process of socio-econorhic development.
(p. 25)
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The above central hypothesis in turn reflects the functional,
work-related nature of the EWLP and clarifies why one-third of
its evaluation indkators focus on such components as:

4
growth of output per inhabitant
product quality

sale prices
Oitnit costs of production

changes in volume of durable goods
change§ in net global monetaly income

additions to equipment for production, maintenance, and
transport
changes in socio-economic attitudes and in the concept of
the role of individuals in society (pp. 51-52),

Evaluation of a functional literacy project amounts to
verification of the central (planning) hypothesis set out above.
Ultimately, the purpose.is to measure the-efficacy of program
methods, monitor the program internationally, and justify the
expenditureswithin the framework of manpower developrnent
and socio-economic change.

REVIEWING THE SCOPE AND GOALS OF
EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

International cross-cultural projects are indeed generally
dominated by the application, to education (and especially to
education for adults) of the assuniptions used to evaluate pro-
ductivity of economic enterprises. The reason for tlis lies in no-
tions of rationality. Productivity is often equated with,retionality
and indeed the educational systems and adult literaojects of
participating countries are ranked by UNESCO in terms of thei,r
relative rationalitythat is, in terms of productivity.

The economic, rational-man view of education is both ex-
citing and depressing intellectuallyexciting because it links
adult literacy, for example, to functionality and in partkular to
work-oriented functionality. 13'ut it is depressing because it ig-
nores other educational values and aims. If education is to be,
considered as primarily a tool for investment ?elated to work
productivity, then education becomes obviously inadequate in
front of the inequalities that beset fiocieties. Education for adults,
I would argue, suffers when programs concentrate only on their

1.1.51
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learning to be "more effective agents in The process of .. socio-
economicclevelopment" (Anderson and BoWman, 1964, p. 9).
Close analysis shows a people and their education to be mare
than merely part of the process of socio-economic development.
Indeed;%1 would argue that socio-economics is, and shoulF1 be,
only part of the larger process'of human development despite
the difficulties of measuring cultural gains. .

C. ArnOld Anderson, Professor of Education artd
Sociology, and Mary Jean Bowman, Research Asia-CI-3re Pro-
fessor of Economics, both of the University of Chicago, in.ex-
amining the scope and goals of educational planning, define
educational planning as "the process of preparing a set of deci-
sions for future action pertaining to education.:" They add:

But this is only an initial step toward deli eating tfle
theoretical f undations of education pl g. What is
regarded as ucation" varies, and those variations are
central to any as essMent of the bases or the implications'
of educational planning. (,. 9)

Having made that point, Anderson and wmanikgyet
another even more important statement reflecting the va ue-laden
quality of education and planning and, by extensioe.evaluation:
They write:

It' is essential in the first instance to distinguish two very
different situations. We canand this is usual treat
educational planning as an adjunct or subhead of general
economic.planning. Or we can deal with educational plan-
ningln its own right, with edonomic elements taken only
as an aspect of it. In the first case educational planning
derives from, or more correctly, constitutes merely an ex-
tension of, manpower planning. This approach reflects an
orientation to planning of production and employment, and
the goal becomes manpower production. (p. 9)

This is the approach that has dominated educational plan-
ning since the 1960s. Anderson and Bowman make a further
comment, which is almost revolutionary in intimating that the
power of thinking for themselves might be returned to
educators. Again, I i:juote:

f
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When the aims and o'perations of education are considered
in their own rigiit as a focus of planning, the aim can be
as manifold and complex ds the functions education is ex-
pected to perform. Manpower,,considerations become mere-
ly one aspect of educational planing with no necessary
priority over other goals. The focus comes to be more on
people, less on production of "human resources-." (p. 10;
italics mine) .

UNESCO lias maCle an enormous Contribution to the world
literacy effort, not so much in numbers of participants served
but in terms of research. It has contributed to an understanding

what a truly cross-cultural analysis of educational programs
can be, and especially with regard to evaluation. For this, if for
nothing else, it deserves applause, appreciation, and support. At
the same time it provokes consideration of other issues for it ex-
emplifies par excellence what is happening in the world of
education today: the turn toward productivity standards to ,

define educational aims. I argue that this orientation needs to be
brought more into the open for consideration by educators and
society as a whole.

REVIEWING THE SIGNIFICANCE 0 COST STATISTICS

This paper suggests that educational planning for man-
power development needs to be reviewed b.ecaUse it is limiting;
by contrast, an integrated educational plan balances functionality
with cultural concerns. In this section a second claim is made, 'to
the effect that cost statistics are not adequate for judging the
worth of adult literacy 'or, for that matter, any other educational
endeavor. The principal argument is drawn from the Cost-
Effectiveness Report on the Work-Oriented Adult Literacy Pilot
Project in Iran (Smyth, 1972).

Smyth arrives at surprising conclusions regarding questions
of cost-effectiveness, and in particular with respect to the long-
term versus short-term significance and impact of adult liter
He writes: v .

\

Grounds for concluding that the (EWLP) project w an
economic failure (or success) simply do not exist, fd prob-
ably cannot be established empirically anyway. The most

Igat can be concluded is whether the prolect's authorities
followed correct economic principles. (p. 76)
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Cost statistics are not enough, as the International
Development Reseaich Center (IDRC) also notes in reviewing
the above rePort11979, p. 8f). Indeed, Smyth's argument gives
pause for thought about cost-effectiveness evaluation in educa-
tion generally and renews the perennial consideration of equity
and efficiency as conflicting goals with 'respect to education.

In his remt, Smyth also takes sides against pie 'notion of
integrating literacy with other development activities:

1011 cdurse, integcation can be attained by restricting pro-
grammes to places of work, given on-the-job, with incen-

.
tives and sanctions to encourage attendance, but that rather ,

ignores the great mass of illiterate peasants and workers,
m6n and women who ao not earn.a living in factories or
large workshops. And anyway, properly "integrating" a
projest.with other developmental activity is no assurance of
greater economic benefit. (p. 70).

Smyth goes on to make this point:

From a purely economic standpoint, it is not a priori
significant whether a programme is general or specific;
what matters is that the .rate of return on investment in it
should be high enough, Which may or may not depend on
the degree of generality or:specificity. And simply because
a program is given on-the-job . . . (does not mean( that it
is more economically successful than a general programme
given in the evening in a rural primary school to a mixed
bag of peasants and children. (p. 170)

Smyth's comments raise a number of conundrums. One is
the question-just mentioned, that of equity versus efficiency.
Whereas equity is a goal, efficiency is a rationality concept. As
educational researchers Anderson and Bowman (1964) point out,
"efficiency is a rationality concept that implie9 getting the most
out of the least, whatever the nature of the rewards or ends
may be." But *what criteria will be used? Will individuals be
selected for further schooling based on how much additional
productivity can be predicted for one versus another person?
Will priority be given to groups or localities where proposed
educational efforts will evoke the largest response in attendance
and 'where demand for further schooling is greatest? Or, should

2 D
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investment in education tor adults be.made where the ex'pected
ratio of gains in economic output to costs is highest? These dif-
tenng criteria posed at length by Anderson and Bowman in 1964
are still pertinent, and Smyth's conclusions suggest that efficiency
arguments should not be considered at all: except in measuring
the efficiency of administration and management.

The second major issue raised by Smyth's comments relates
to educational plann'ing and the objectives on which eraluations
will be based. Essentially the two major approaches to inter-
tional planning for educativl developmentmanpower plan-
ning and rate-of-returnthough different in various respects,
view education as investment.in human-resource development.
In essence they both treat educational planning as an adjunct or
subhead ot general economic planning. Neither, in other words,
wnsiders educational planning in its own right, with economic
dements taken as only one aspect. HoweVer, in Smyth's case his
rate-ot-retum approach goesn't keep him from recognizing the
general good, or value, of education in and of itself, and he
writeives of the larger investment in human beings as more than
an immediate or short-term'issue of cost-effectiveness.

The international concern with functionality, productivity,
and socio-economic indicators is understandable but it never-
theless reflects a narrow approach to education. It skews the full
rnJaning and significance of education, including education-for
adults. Nevertheless, there is today a strong focus on cost-
effectiveness and efficiency and a trend in this direction appearS
likely tor the comldg decade. Thus, the predominance of
economic over other concerns in educationsuch as'equity, par-
ticipant progress, or even achievementwill probably cOntinue
unless this trend issaltered.



IMOLICATIONS FOR UNIVERSITIES,
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS,

AND ACADEMICS

TRENDS IN TH§,,, ERA Of BIG.SOCIAL SCIOCE

In reviewing the emerging "era of big social cience," Pro-
fessor Walter Williams of the University,41 Washington nosed
that a significant increase in soundly conceived and executed
evaluative studies requires that social agencies, as the
primary developers and users of social prograth evaluative
result,s, establish large, well-trained staffs with sufficient technical

r.and administrative Skills (1972).
In reviewing the capacity of social science organizations to

perform large-scale evaluative research, Williams further noted
that, Is compared. with universities; nonuniversity research

, organizations such as the Rand Corporation generally seein bet-
t0-ab1e 411 institutional sense to perform large-scale research,
.the results of which are expected to have a direct effect on social
agency decisions" (p. 306). It Would seem that academic social
science is not yet oriented toward serving as an "instrument" of
state administration.

Heward E. Freeman of UCLA and Mariam A. Solomon of .

the System Development Corporation (1981) observed that there
is a relative decline in the number of dollar expaditures for
evaluations undertaken by researchers_in universities. They
maintain that the profit,making firms and a few aggressive non-
profit groups more and more tiomMate the field from the -stand-
point of the actual conduct of studies. Competition for govern-
ment contracts is fierce. Freeman and Solomon point out that
the decline M uniliersity evaluative research is dile in part to

'

government and foundation contract procedures and the short
turn-around times required from When requests for proposals are
advertised and when bids from prospective contractors must be.
submitted: Also, the time allotted for contract performance
oftentimes makes it impossible for academic groups to compete.
Finally, they add, the commercial sector organizations and the
"nonprofits" may do a job at less cost, sometimes because they
cut corners, but more probably because they have smaller
bureaucracies than universities and more incentives to be effi-
°cient. As to the quality of the,work carried on by profit-making
firms as compared with universities, the authors suggestc that
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while quality in the past was superior in the universities, today
"the case is an open question" (p. 16).

Freeman and Solomon suggest that the shift in the conduct
of evaluations to the firm will influence the way the field
develops methodologically. Methods are likely to be more prac- \..
tical than classical research procedures (p. 17). It appears that .1/4,....

leadership in evaluative research is moving to government agen- ,
cies and nonuniversity policy research organizations and away
from univer;ities and their research centers.

A major concern mentioned by Freeman and Solomon
(p. 18) is the apparent lack of knowledge within universities
about hoz.v to undertake and carry out successful evaluptions. It
would appear that the first task of the universities is t6 master
the technical procedures before seeking to obtain or regain a
leadership 'llole in this area.

Whathecifically are the purpoSe and role of universities,
profestigl associations, and academics concerned with com-
parative and international practices? Is the purpose to be an in-
strument of the state? Is the role to be that of technical advisor,
consultant, and occasional grantee? Is it to be critically analytic?
Is there a leadership role, which includes a political role, that the
universities and individual faculty are willing and ready to
assume? Is the answer: a1Jof the above?

Of several major appibaches to evaluation, three appear to
dominate at the present time. systems analysis, behavioral objec-.
tives, and decision-making approaches *(House, 1980). Of these,
systems analysis is most utilized within the framework of large-
scale evaluations. As noted eailier, the emphasis of educational
eValuation often enough is on efficiency. The trend in the 1980s
appears to be toward greater emphisis on efficiency and costs
"Man on benefits and effectiveness.

_
Cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses have theii- roots
in efforts of economists to explicate the national and inter- 4,4
national consequences of major inputs; conceptual and .

technical developments are necessary in order to make.the
approach and methodology amenable to the services area.
(Freeman and Solomon, 1981, p..19)

The trend toward efficiency evaluation may be inevitable/-
even necessary, and educators may need to learn "to calculate



social and economic benefits," as Lowe counseled in 1975 (p.
104), But there is, nevertheless, cause for concern that academics
will neglect their purpose and role to counter, the prevailing cost-
efficiency emphasis in large-scale evaluations. What should be
their next steps?

NEXT STEPS

First, cooperation and'coordination among universities,
perhaps in the form of consortia, would be a logical beginning
step. Certain consortia already exist, within which strategies
could be. developed for ways in which to cooperate and coor-
dinate interests in comparative and adult education with .
evaluative research. Some consortia are government sponsored,
such as the US/AID Regional Consortia for International
Development. Others, such as the Southern Regional Education
Board, are the outgrowth of mutual collaboritions in other areas
of concern. These existing consortia might serve to support new
cooperative,efforts among universities with concerns for large-
scale national and international program analysis. r -1.

Secondly, cooperation and coordination among professional-
associations is long overdue. The tendency at present appears t{o'
be for each association to create separate units or committees in-
ternally to deal with specific issues such as evaluation. At the
same time, independent associations of specialists, such as the
Evaluation Research Society and the Evaluation Network, are
cropping up. It would seem appropriate for professional associa-
tions with evaluation committees or coticns to seek to
cooperate and even cuordinate,.activities with those associations
specifically dedicated to one or another of these activities: adult
education, co parative education, and evaluation. Networks
among-associ tions would serve to encourage cohesiveness .

among prof onals with oirerlapping interests, and perhaps
eerve as a means for developing specific projects that might nor -,
be feasible by one association alone. .

Thirdly, academics themselves need to seek out means of
collaboration within the framework'of university consortia and
professional as§ociation networks, and among colleagues under-
taking similar efforts in comparative, adult-education evaluative
research. .

Fourthly, clearinghouses of information are needed to col-
lect, analyze, and disseminate information among colleagues
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about works in ,progress and intended evaluative research. To
date, clearinghouses have tended to be insular in their concerns,
serving only faculty within one university or-at best statewide.-
A broader_perspective is need0; perhaps within the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) or through a -government-
sponsored national center for evaluative research at the national
and international levels. In this regard, it is perhaps worth
noting that evaluation at different levels is distinct in concept,
method, and consequences, and that a clearinghouse would want
to hmit its efforts to comparable research efforts. Furtherroore,
documentation centers that already exist need to make strenuous
efforts to acquire the basic literature and especially program
reports of evaluations at the international level. Documents on
the EWIP, for example,.are almost impossible to obtain in the
Unifed States; they are not even available from the U.S1Com-
mission for UNESCO in Washington, D.C. Even when the com-
missions and branches of internatibnal organizations do have
some of the relevant documentation, access is difficult as they
are hot functioning as lending libraries.

Fifthly, interdisciplinary efforts to cooperate and coordinate
thinking about evaluation are needed. Economists, sociologists,
and educators need to discuss their differing criteria and
methods, with.a view to complementing each other's resear
and contributing to new ways of operating, if that were to
prove feasible. Furthermore, academics in these areas need fur-
ther contact with policy, planning, and program development
staff as well as with program eyaluation researchers_and internaL
tional development personnel in the field. In the age of corn-
putenzation, such communication would not seem to be out of
the question.

There are surely other ways for universities, professional
associations, and academics to begin to seek renewed purpose
and roles in the area of large-scale evaluative research, especially
with regard to education for adultS' at the international level.
The preceding stiggestions are meant to stimulate thot_Atand
preliminary action.



CONCLUSIONS

PERSPECTIVES

Evaluation harbors many definitions, purposes, end-criteria.
Different evaluative approaches exist as a consequence of differ-
ing perspective of educationof what shbuld be analyzed
within and as a result of an educational program. This
mbltidiniensional nature of evaluation renders the subject
complex.

What seems to be agreed upon is the need for evaluation.
Until recently, for example, literacy was primarily a sphere of
action rather than analysis. While evaluative.efforts may not yet
provide the basis for major decisions in the field of literacy, a
beginning has been Mide. Nevertheless, certain caveats exist,
and they include the type of information to be gathered.
Presumably, dai collection will parallel the objectives laid down
by policy and planning, but then the premises of policy and
planning also require considerationespecially when literacy is
linked almosrentirely with manpower-development needs and
literacy programs are judged primarily on the basis of cost
statistics.

fets educational evaluation has moved froM considerations
of participant achievement into the.realm of cost 'analysis, and
there is some logic in this move, it appears that §hoyt-term ,

economic considerations are outweighing long-term educational
payoffs. While contemporary wisdom suggests that there is little
likelihood of reversingthis trend, the present paper>argues for
educational outcomes to be put on a par with or above concerns
with expenditures.

At the international level, certain commentators maintain
that in judging educational, especially literacy, programs it.is the
progress of the participant which is crucial and not merely
achievement according to some norm or established criterion.
This would seeni especially true fot developing countries or
poverty areas where people have had limited exposure to-and
concern for education, Whether formal or nonformal,

CRITERIA

Governmental education policies, espetially when based on
planning approaches, tend to emphasize manpoWer development,
i,e., the human being as an economic resource'. Important
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though the cole of economics may be for the individual and the
society, there are cultural considerationsequality, access to in-
formation, historical awareness, etc.that form part of any in-

. tegrited educational effort. To subsume these concerns or
relegate them to low priority is to 'court disaster in the long run.
Providing people with the knowledge and skills necessary to ad-
.
vance- the productive processes of the economy represents only ,

- . ,
, one dimension of a society's need for education. Another need is

political, fo assure the level of enlightenment required for effec-
-tive and responsible citizenship. Still another is the historical
dimension: to promote an understanding in the populace of their
historical root& and where they Sit on the branch of contem=
porary development. Internationalunderstanding is yet another
,consideration, as is the sociological dimension, as is the need for
self--development within modern society.

,

The qtiestion arises as to how to conceive of a set Of
.

operations-in these various domains to compare with those set
forth for manpower development. As the behaviorists have

_ taught (Mager, 1974; Popham, 1972), anything can be, .% 1,

transformed iri,40 behavioral objectives. The real' question is,
. 1When will academics concerned with an integrated cultural ap-

proach to education get around to countering the pUrely man-
power approach?

-In addition, the question of eYaluation of programexpen-
ditures, while necessary, needs to be considered within the larger
framework of long-term educational'goals and their payoffs.
Adult basic education rates-of-return studies (Arkahsas, 1981). in-
dicate significant economic gains for ptarticipants over their
lifetimes and; therefore, for society, despite what appear to be
major initial economic expend4res. Evaluation based on educa-
tional olitcomes can be seen as a long-term marriage, so to
speak, whereas that based solely on economics is a short-term
affair 'with limited perspectives of the future.

,

,

'IMPLICATIONS

The irgplic'ations of the.present discussion ire several. A
review of tl,Pvalues underlying educational policy and educa-
tional planning is needed. A challenge to the enkonsed
manpower-development model is also needed, if only to
underscore the multidimensional nature of education. ,

Evaluation is inevitably yalue laden, and approaches to it
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define its final meaning. While both operational and curricular
concerns confront the policy maker, planner, and program
developer, priorities must be deternsined that underline broad-
based educational conCerns with indiyidual progress and achieve-
ment in various arenas of--&Wledge, skillscattitudes, and
aspirations.

Also, the universities, as well as professional associations
and the academics who belong to both, are being squeezed out
of the large-scale evaluation game, giving the lead to govern-
ment agencies and private firms. The time is ripe for academics
to clarify their purpose and role in large-scale evaluative efforts
and to consider how their institutions and associations might en-
sure the kind of cooperation and coordination needed for them
to be able to assume an active part. In this, the era of big social
science, such'is the task at hand if the current trend in
efficiency-based evaluation is to be reversed.

9
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